Service Technician (f/m) based in the region of Brno
Reference code 00009353

Experience the forces of wind
Join Vestas and work with cutting-edge wind technology
As one of the world leaders in wind power and with wind turbine installations in over 65
countries and more than 20.000 employees globally, Vestas looks to accelerate innovation
through the development of our employee's skills and talents. Our goal is to reduce CO2
emissions dramatically and ensure a sustainable world for future generations.

Department
Vestas Central Europe, as one of the well-established business units, is responsible for all
sales and service related activities in Germany, Switzerland, Benelux, Austria, most
countries in Central and Eastern Europe and South-East Africa. For our Service department
in Czech republic we are looking for a Service Technician for the region of Brno.
Responsibilities and Tasks
- Electrical and mechanical operations, as well as working with high voltage
- Erection of wind turbines, commissioning, maintainance and upgrading installation activities
- Carrying out a diversity of repairs and replacement activities of turbine components
- Responsible for a frictionless operation of our turbines and use of our systems like
Condition Monitoring / Remote Control
- Creating follow-up orders
Qualifications and Work Experience
- Completed technical training in the electrotechnical area or electromechanical, preferably
qualified in working with high voltage
- Several years of professional experience
- Good knowledge of English and Czech is mandatory
- Basic knowledge of MS Office
- Driver’s licence, class C1E (former class 3)
- Willingness to travel
- Comfortable with working at heights, safety awareness
- Open and friendly attitude towards teammates and others
What we offer
We offer a challenging job, an excellent learning environment and opportunities for career
development at the world's leading wind turbine manufacturer. You will become part of a
highly professional environment in a growing industry.
Additional Information
Find out how it is to be a Service Technician at Vestas: http://www.vestas.com/en/jobs/yourwork-life/meet-our-people/service---production-profiles/aaron,-service-technician.aspx
Closing Date
30.06.2012

